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The Middle East Cuisine
On the websites, you will find many restaurants who
serve Mediterranean food, Lebanese food, Turkish
food, Arabian food, etc. Some of them serve dishes
from more than one country.
Our staff had the chance to enjoy Arabian dishes
when they visited the Middle East. One of our staff
became a big fan of chickpeas after having hummus.
You will also find a lot of recipes of the Middle East
cuisine on the websites in Japanese. People cook
the Meddle Eastern dishes because it is becoming
easier to buy ingredients online than before and
some can be replaced with Japanese products.
We can enjoy cuisine from around the world in
Japan. Indian, Chinese and Korean restaurants are
everywhere.
Cuisine from other Asian countries and western
countries are popular, too. People enjoy authentic
cuisine without going to other countries.
What about cuisine from the Middle East in Japan?

Tokyo Olympic games 2020 and Expo 2020 Dubai
will be held in 2021. Then, Expo 2025 in Osaka.
Through those events, the Middle East cuisine will
draw more attention to Japanese people because its
taste suits ours. We have originally been curious
and adopted the food culture of other countries.

Products
Trochoid® Pump (Oil pump)

What our staff had
We are lucky to have a chance to enjoy different
cuisine when we visit other countries, thanks to all
our clients overseas. It is such a great advantage
for us to know local food in your country.
Followings are what our staff had in the Middle
East. They were all delicious! We take pictures of
the local food whenever we have the chance.

Manufacturer: Nippon Oil Pump Co., Ltd.
* Small and intermediate capacity
* Medium discharge pressure
* Self-contained system
* Low noise, little wear, long service life
* Liquid temperature:
-5〜80 degrees Celsius
* Max. Pressure: 1.2 MPa
* Application: Hydraulic oil/lubricating oil/cooling oil transfer
* Viscosity: 10〜500mm2/sec.
* Relief valves are available according to the capacity and
set pressure
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